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composition in the Pe V range).
”//””/”cosmic·ray physics (search for high energy neutrinos; cosmic-ray chemical
decay; astrophysical problems at low energy (solar neutrinos and dark matter);
on the following jields : search for nucleon decay; search for neutrinoless double beta
techniques and such a review cannot be completely exhaustive. Emphasis will be put
The above topics cover very different ranges in energy and various detection
of cosmic origin.
nature of ‘dark matter’, and by the detection of high energy gamma-rays or neutrinos
problems strongly connected to Particle Physics, e. g. the Solar Neutrino puzzle or the
predicting baryon and lepton number violations, but also by some astrophysical
or being built. This growing interest was motivated by Grand Unwed Theories
available and new projects of large surface arrays for cosmic-ray physics are proposedPhysics can be noted. New underground facilities for operating large detectors are
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